Disclosed is a structure for a signal line (21) wherein a lower insulating layer (23) is formed on the upper surface of a base (22); a semiconductor layer (24) is provided on the upper surface of the lower insulating layer (23) such that at least one part thereof follows a pathway intended for signal transmission; an upper insulating layer (25) is provided on the upper surface of the semiconductor layer (24) such that at least one part thereof follows the semiconductor layer (24); and a strip conductor (26) is wired on the upper surface of the insulating layer (25) such that at least one part thereof follows the upper insulating layer (25). The signal line (21) is formed as an island, and the semiconductor layer (24) and upper insulating layer (25) are of roughly the same width as the strip conductor (26).
The present invention relates to a structure for a high frequency signal line, and more particularly, to a structure for a signal line for use in an MEMS device or the like. Moreover, the present invention relates to a manufacturing method for the signal line and a switch using the signal line.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] In a high frequency signal line for use in an MEMS device or the like, an insulating layer is generally formed along a part of a semiconductor layer having the device formed thereon (i.e., a region serving as a signal line), and then, a strip conductor is mounted on the insulating layer. As a consequence, the width of such a semiconductor layer is sufficiently greater than the line width of the strip conductor, and therefore, the semiconductor layer uses a substrate having a larger area.

[0003] However, when, for example, two signal lines for a common semiconductor layer are wired in parallel to each other on the common semiconductor layer in the case where the signal lines are wired in proximity with and in parallel to each other, electromagnetic coupling occurs between the two signal lines through the semiconductor layer. When the electromagnetic coupling occurs between the two signal lines, their high frequency transmission signals are mixed to generate noise or a crosstalk, or may be leaked, thereby raising a problem of a larger transmission loss. In addition, since an electromagnetic field generated around the signal lines is enlarged inside of the semiconductor layer, electromagnetic coupling may occur between the signal line and another device, which is arranged in the vicinity of the signal line. The occurrence of such electromagnetic coupling induces a leak of a high frequency signal that is transmitted through the signal line, thereby increasing a transmission loss.

[0004] Patent Document 1 discloses a method for reducing the above-described transmission loss in a signal line. As shown in Fig. 1, a microstrip line is formed by mounting a strip conductor 13 on a dielectric board 12 having a ground conductor 11 formed at the reverse thereof, and further, grooves 14 are formed in the dielectric board 12 along and near both side ends of the lower surface of the strip conductor 13.

[0005] An electric field is concentrated at both side ends of the lower surface of the strip conductor 13 in a microstrip line not having any grooves 14. In view of this, the grooves 14 are formed in the vicinity of both side ends of the lower surface of the strip conductor 13 in the microstrip line disclosed in Patent Document 1, therefore, a medium in the vicinity of both side ends of the lower surface of the strip conductor 13 is changed from a dielectric material (the dielectric board 12) to air having a permittivity of 1. In this manner, the concentration of the electric field is alleviated in the vicinity of both side ends of the lower surface of the strip conductor 13, so that a transmission loss is reduced.

[0006] However, in the case where metal wiring is formed on the insulating layer (an insulating coating film) formed on the surface of the semiconductor layer, no effect can be expected by forming the grooves on the insulating layer since the insulating layer is very thin. Therefore, the structure disclosed in Patent Document 1 in which the grooves are formed on the dielectric board provided with the strip conductor thereon cannot be adopted.

PROBLEMS TO BE SOLVED BY THE INVENTION

[0008] The present invention has been made in view of the above-described technical problems to be solved. Therefore, an object of the present invention is to provide a structure for a signal line capable of reducing a leak of a signal in the signal line having a strip conductor on an insulating layer formed on a surface of a semiconductor layer and a switch using the signal line.

MEANS FOR SOLVING THE PROBLEM

[0009] In a structure for a signal line according to the present invention, the signal line includes: a base; a lower insulating layer formed at a surface of the base; a semiconductor layer disposed along a pathway at an upper insulating layer; and a strip conductor formed at an upper surface of the semiconductor layer. Therefore, an object of the present invention is to provide a structure for a signal line capable of reducing a leak of a signal in the signal line having a strip conductor on an insulating layer formed on a surface of a semiconductor layer and a switch using the signal line.
According to an embodiment of the present invention, in the structure for the signal line according to claim 1, a plurality of signal lines, each having the lower insulating layer, the semiconductor layer, the upper insulating layer, and the strip conductor, are mounted on the base that is commonly used, and in the plurality of signal lines, at least parts of the semiconductor layers are separated from each other; at least parts of the upper insulating layers are separated from each other; and at least parts of the strip conductors are separated from each other. The lower insulating layers may be continuous or separated as a whole, or may be partly continuous and partly separated. In the above embodiment, each of the signal lines can be formed into an island, and therefore, the leak of the signal between the signal lines can be reduced. Therefore, it is possible to make the isolation characteristics of each of the signal lines excellent, and further, to reduce an insertion loss.

A manufacturing method for a signal line according to the present invention includes the steps of: forming a second insulating layer at an upper surface of a second semiconductor substrate in an SOI substrate in which a first semiconductor substrate and the second semiconductor substrate are welded while holding a first insulating layer therebetween; patterning the second insulating layer in a band manner to form an upper insulating layer for a signal line; manufacturing a strip conductor for a signal line along the upper insulating layer at an upper surface of the upper insulating layer; etching and removing the second semiconductor substrate in a region exposed to the outside from the upper insulating layer to form a semiconductor layer for a signal line with the second semiconductor substrate; and etching and removing the first insulating layer in a region exposed to the outside from the semiconductor layer to form a lower insulating layer for a signal line with the first insulating layer at an upper surface of a base for the signal line including the first semiconductor substrate.

With the manufacturing method for a signal line according to the present invention, the signal line according to the present invention can be manufactured in a fewer steps by using an SOI substrate.

A switch according to the present invention includes the structure for the signal line according to claim 1 used as at least one pair of contacts that are brought into contact with or separated from each other and at least a part of a pathway for a signal flowing in the contacts. With the switch according to the present invention, it is possible to reduce a leak of a high frequency signal from a wired section serving as a pathway for the signal, to make the isolation characteristics of each of the signal lines excellent, and to reduce the insertion loss.

The means for solving the problems to be solved by the present invention are featured by appropriately combining the above-described constituent elements. Thus, the present invention enables many variations with the combination of the above-described constituent elements.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Fig. 1 is a cross-sectional view showing a structure for a high frequency transmission line disclosed in patent document 1. Fig. 2A is a plan view partly showing a signal line in one embodiment according to the present invention. Fig. 2B is a perspective view showing the signal line in the embodiment according to the present invention. Figs. 3A to 3F are cross-sectional views schematically showing a manufacturing process for the signal line shown in Figs. 2A and 2B. Fig. 4A is a plan view partly showing a signal line in another embodiment according to the present invention. Fig. 4B is a perspective view showing the signal line in the embodiment according to the present invention. Figs. 5A to 5F are cross-sectional views schematically showing a manufacturing process for the signal line shown in Figs. 4A and 4B. Fig. 6 is a cross-sectional view showing a signal line in a comparative example. Fig. 7 is a plan view showing an electrostatic relay according to the present invention. Fig. 8 is a perspective view showing a section A in Fig. 7 in enlargement. Fig. 9 is a graph illustrating isolation characteristics at the time of switch off in a switch in an example according to the present invention (using a signal line having an island structure) and in a switch in the comparative example (using a signal line not having an island structure). Fig. 10 is a graph illustrating frequency characteristics of an insertion loss at the time of switch on in the switch in the example according to the present invention and in the switch in the comparative example. Fig. 11A is a plan view showing a simulation model of the switch in the example according to the present invention, for use in obtaining the results illustrated in Figs. 9 and 10. Fig. 11B is a cross-sectional view taken along line C-C of Fig. 11A. Fig. 12A is a plan view showing a simulation model of the switch in the comparative example, for use in obtaining the results illustrated in Figs. 9 and 10. Fig. 12B is a cross-sectional view taken along line D-D of Fig. 12A. Fig. 13A is a view particularly showing the state of
Descriptions will be given below of preferred embodiments according to the present invention with reference to the attached drawings. Here, the present invention is not limited to the embodiments described below, but is applicable to other usages, and further, can be variously modified in design within the scope not departing from the gist of the present invention.

BEST MODES FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

[0017] Fig. 13B is a view particularly showing the state of the switch on in the example according to the present invention and the comparative example.

[0018] Figs. 2A and 2B are a plan view and a perspective view, respectively, showing a signal line in a first embodiment according to the present invention. The signal line 21 represents one signal line for use in an MEMS device or the like. In the signal line 21, a lower insulating layer 23, a semiconductor layer 24, and an upper insulating layer 25 are laminated on a base 22, and further, a strip conductor 26 is wired on the upper surface of the upper insulating layer 25.

[0019] The base 22 is a layer or a substrate made of a semiconductor such as Si or highly resistant Si or metal, and then, is grounded via a circuit board, as necessary. The semiconductor layer 24 has an insulating property or a semi-insulating property, and further, is a substrate made of highly resistant Si. The lower insulating layer 23 and the upper insulating layer 25 are made of an oxide film (SiO₂ film) or a nitride film (SiN). The strip conductor 26 is a belt-like metal conductor layer having a dual structure including, for example, a Cr lower layer and an Au upper layer. Alternatively, the strip conductor 26 may be made of Pt, Au, Pd, Ir, Ru, Rh, Re, Ta, a Pt alloy, or an Au alloy.

[0020] The signal line 21 has a line width of, for example, about several tens μm, and is wired along a signal transmission pathway. Moreover, the signal line 21 is formed into an island. The lower insulating layer 23, the semiconductor layer 24, and the upper insulating layer 25 have substantially the same width as that of the strip conductor 26. In the signal line 21 shown in Figs. 2A and 2B, the width of the upper insulating layer 25 is slightly greater than that of the strip conductor 26, and further, the widths of the lower insulating layer 23 and the upper insulating layer 25 are slightly smaller than that of the semiconductor layer 24. Here, the width relationships among the layers are not limited to the above-described example, and therefore, the widths of the lower insulating layer 23, the semiconductor layer 24, and the upper insulating layer 25 may be the same as each other. Alternatively, the width of the upper insulating layer 25 may be smaller than that of the strip conductor 26, further, the width of the lower insulating layer 23 may be greater than that of the semiconductor layer 24.

[0021] When a high frequency signal is transmitted in the above signal line 21, an electric field and a magnetic field are concentrated inside of the lower insulating layer 23, the semiconductor layer 24, and the upper insulating layer 25 between the strip conductor 26 and the base 22, and thus, the high frequency signal is transmitted along the signal line 21. In addition, the signal line 21 is formed into the island by removing the lower insulating layer 23, the semiconductor layer 24, and the upper insulating layer 25 around the strip conductor 26, and therefore, there is not a semiconductor layer but an air layer on both sides of the signal line 21. Consequently, an electromagnetic field generated between the strip conductor 26 and the base 22 can hardly pass the semiconductor layer 24 having a large loss, thereby reducing a loss. Additionally, a leak propagated through the semiconductor layer 24 can be reduced. As a consequence, it is possible to achieve excellent isolation characteristics of the signal line and excellent insertion loss characteristics at the time of the signal transmission.

[0022] Next, explanation will be made on one example of a manufacturing method for the signal line 21. Fig. 3A shows an SOI (Silicon On Insulator) substrate, in which a second Si substrate is welded onto a first Si substrate while holding an oxide film (SiO₂ film) therebetween. The first Si substrate serves as the base 22; the oxide film, as the lower insulating layer 23; and the second Si substrate, as the semiconductor layer 24. As shown in Fig. 3B, a nitride film (SiN film) is formed as the upper insulating layer 25 on the semiconductor layer 24 (i.e., the second Si substrate) in the SOI substrate. Subsequently, a region serving as the signal transmission pathway is covered with a resist film, and then, the nitride film (upper insulating layer 25) not covered with the resist film is etched and removed. In this way, the upper insulating layer 25 is patterned in a belt manner along the signal transmission pathway, as shown in Fig. 3C. Thereafter, the resist film on the upper insulating layer 25 is peeled off.

[0023] After that, a Cr film is formed over the semiconductor layer 24 in such a manner as to cover the upper insulating layer 25 by vapor deposition, sputtering, or the like, and further, an Au film is formed over the Cr film. As shown in Fig. 3D, a metal film including Au (upper layer) / Cr (lower layer) is patterned in a strip manner, thereby forming the strip conductor 26 on the upper insulating layer 25.

[0024] Subsequently, a resist mask is formed in such a manner as to cover the upper insulating layer 25 and the strip conductor 26 or the upper insulating layer 25 is used as a mask, and then, an uncovered region of the semiconductor layer 24 is etched and removed, thereby forming the belt-like semiconductor layer 24 along the lower surface of the upper insulating layer 25, as shown...
in Fig. 3E. Moreover, the lower insulating layer 23 in a region uncovered with the semiconductor layer 24 is etched and removed while using the semiconductor layer 24 as a mask, and thus, the lower insulating layer 23 is formed in a belt manner, as shown in Fig. 3F.

(Two Signal Lines)

[0025] Figs. 4A and 4B show an embodiment, in which two signal lines 21a and 21b are juxtaposed in proximity with each other on the base 22. The signal lines 21a and 21b have the same structure as that of the signal line 21 while commonly using the base 22.

[0026] Fig. 6 is a cross-sectional view showing two signal lines that are not formed into islands in a comparative example. In the signal lines, an upper insulating layer 25 and a strip conductor 26 are laminated on a common semiconductor layer 24, thereby forming a signal line 21a. In the vicinity of the signal line 21a, another upper insulating layer 25 and another strip conductor 26 are laminated on the common semiconductor layer 24, thereby forming a signal line 21b. With this structure in the comparative example, the signal lines 21a and 21b are coupled with each other through an electromagnetic field generated inside of the common semiconductor layer 24, as indicated by broken lines in Fig. 6. As a consequence, a leak occurs between the signal lines, thereby increasing an insertion loss and degrading isolation characteristics.

[0027] In contrast, the signal line 21a and the signal line 21b are independently formed into the islands in the signal line according to the present invention, as shown in Fig. 4B. Consequently, the signal line 21a and the signal line 21b are hardly coupled with each other, thus achieving excellent isolation characteristics. Moreover, the semiconductor layers 24 that cause a leak are separated from each other in as a small width as possible, thus reducing a transmission loss of each of the signal lines 21a and 21b so as to reduce an insertion loss at the time of the signal transmission.

(Manufacturing Method for Two Signal Lines)

[0028] Figs. 5A to 5F are views illustrating one example of a manufacturing method for the two signal lines 21a and 21b, each having the island structure shown in Figs. 4A and 4B. The manufacturing method for the signal lines 21a and 21b is substantially the same as that for the signal line 21 illustrated in Figs. 3A to 3F. In other words, the signal line 21a and the signal line 21b are independently manufactured, but they are manufactured at the same time, as shown in Figs. 5A to 5F. Thus, the signal lines 21a and 21b can be manufactured with high efficiency.

(Electrostatic Relay)

[0029] Fig. 7 is a plan view showing the structure for a high frequency electrostatic relay 31 according to the present invention. Fig. 8 is a perspective view showing a section A in Fig. 7 in enlargement. In the electrostatic relay 31, the above signal line is used as a switch including a fixed contact unit and a movable contact unit.

[0030] In the electrostatic relay 31, a fixed contact unit 33, a movable contact unit 34, a fixed electrode unit 35, a movable electrode unit 36 supporting the movable contact unit 34, a resilient spring 37 that resiliently holds the movable electrode unit 36, and a supporter 38 are mounted on a base substrate 32 made of a conductive material such as an Si substrate or a metal substrate. In the electrostatic relay 31, the fixed contact unit 33 and the movable contact unit 34 constitute the switch whereas the fixed electrode unit 35, the movable electrode unit 36, and the like constitute an actuator. As described below, when the actuator is driven by an electrostatic force, the movable electrode unit 36 is moved in a direction parallel to the base substrate 32, so that the fixed contact unit 33 and the movable contact unit 34 are brought into contact with each other, thereby turning on the switch. To the contrary, when the electrostatic force is released, the resilient restorative force of the resilient spring 37 allows the movable electrode unit 36 to return to an original position, thereby turning off the switch.

[0031] The actuator for moving the movable contact unit 34 is constituted of the fixed electrode unit 35, the movable electrode unit 36, the resilient spring 37, and the supporter 38, and has a structure described below.

[0032] As shown in Fig. 7, the plurality of fixed electrode units 35, each of which is made of mainly conductive Si, are juxtaposed with each other on the base substrate 32. Each of the fixed electrode units 35 is fixed onto the base substrate 32 via an insulating film, not shown, made of SiO₂ or SiN. Branched electrode units 40 formed in a branched manner extend from both surfaces of a rectangular pad unit 39 in a Y direction in each of the fixed electrode units 35, as viewed in a direction perpendicular to the base substrate 32. The branches 41 project from the branched electrode unit 40 in a laterally symmetric manner. The branches 41 are arranged in a predetermined pitch in the Y direction. Here, the Y direction represents a direction parallel to the movement direction of the movable electrode unit 36 and the movable contact unit 34, as shown in Fig. 7: in contrast, an X direction represents a direction parallel to the upper surface of the base substrate 32 and perpendicular to the Y direction. The pad unit 39 includes an electrode pad layer 43 on an electrode film 42.

[0033] The movable electrode unit 36 is made of conductive Si, and is formed in such a manner as to surround the fixed electrode units 35. Toothcomb electrode units 44 are formed in the movable electrode unit 36 in such a manner as to hold each of the fixed electrode units 35 therebetween (a pair of toothcomb electrode units 44 forms a branch between the fixed electrode units 35). The toothcomb electrode units 44 are laterally symmetric with each other with respect to the fixed electrode unit...
The supporter 38 is fixed onto the upper surface unit 34 adjacently to the toothcomb 45. the branch 41 positioned apart from the movable contact the movable contact unit 34 adjacently to the toothcomb 45 and the branch 41 positioned nearer the branches 41. Moreover, a distance between each of the electrode units 44 toward a clearance defined between 35. A toothcomb 45 extends from each of the toothcomb er via the resilient springs 37, and then, is slightly floated from the upper surface of the base substrate 32. Therefore, the movable electrode unit 36 can be moved in the Y direction by resiliently deforming the resilient springs 37. Here, the resilient spring 37 and the supporter 38 are made of Si.

The actuator having the above-described struc- made of Si.

The actuator having the above-described structure is driven in the following manner. A DC voltage source is connected between the fixed electrode unit 35 and the movable electrode unit 36, and then, a DC voltage is turned on or off by a control circuit or the like. In the fixed electrode unit 35, one terminal of the DC voltage source is connected to the electrode pad layer 43: in contrast, the other terminal of the DC voltage source is connected to, for example, the supporter 38. The supporter 38 and the resilient spring 37 have conductivity, and fur- ther, the supporter 38, the resilient spring 37 and the movable electrode unit 36 are electrically conducted. Therefore, the voltage applied to the supporter 38 is ap- plied to the movable electrode unit 36.

When the DC voltage is applied between the fixed electrode unit 35 and the movable electrode unit 36 from the DC voltage source, an electrostatic attractive force is generated between the branch 41 of the branched electrode unit 40 and the toothcomb 45 of the toothcomb electrode unit 44. However, the structure for the fixed electrode unit 35 and the movable electrode unit 36 is formed symmetrical with respect to the center line of each of the fixed electrode units 35, and therefore, the electrostatic attractive forces exerting on the movable electrode unit 36 in the X direction are balanced, so that the movable electrode unit 36 cannot be moved in the X direction. In the meantime, the distance between each of the toothcombs 45 and the branch 41 located apart from the movable contact unit 34 and, therefore, each of the toothcombs 45 is attracted toward the movable contact unit. Thus, the resilient spring 37 is flexed while the movable electrode unit 36 is moved toward the fixed contact unit 33.

When the DC voltage applied between the fixed electrode unit 35 and the movable electrode unit 36 is released, the electrostatic attractive force generated between the branch 41 and the toothcomb 45 is dissipated, and therefore, the movable electrode unit 36 is retreated apart from the fixed contact unit 33 by the resilient re- storative force of the resilient spring 37.

Next, explanation will be made on the structure for the switch including the fixed contact unit 33 and the movable contact unit 34. As shown in Fig. 8, a fixed contact substrate 47 (semiconductor layer) made of insulating or semi-insulating Si is disposed in the fixed contact unit 33 with its lower surface securely mounted on the upper surface of the base substrate 32 via an insulating film 46 made of SiO2 or SiN. An insulating layer 48 made of SiN or SiO2 is formed on the fixed contact substrate 47. Moreover, as shown in Figs. 7 and 8, the fixed contact substrate 47 extends in the widthwise direction (X direc- tion) at the upper end of the base substrate 32, has an expansion 50 expanding toward the movable contact unit 34 at the center thereof, and has pad supporters 51a and 51b at both ends thereof.

A conductive layer made of Au (upper layer)/Cr (lower layer), Pt, Au, Pd, Ir, Ru, Rh, Re, Ta, a Pt alloy, an Au alloy, or the like is formed on the insulating layer 48. The conductive layer serves as contact pads 52a and 52b on the pad supporters 51a and 51b whereas as fixed contacts 53a and 53b juxtaposed with each other on the expansion 50 and extending toward the movable contact unit 34. The conductive layer connecting the contact pad 52a and the fixed contact 53a serves as a strip conductor 49a; in contrast, the conductive layer connecting the contact pad 52b and the fixed contact 53b serves as a strip conductor 49b.

The movable contact unit 34 is located at a po- sition facing the expansion 50. The movable contact unit 34 has an insulating layer 55 made of SiN or SiO2 formed on a movable contact substrate 54 made of insulating or semi-insulating Si and a conductive layer 56 made of Au (upper layer)/Cr (lower layer), Pt, Au, Pd, Ir, Ru, Rh, Re, Ta, a Pt alloy, an Au alloy, or the like and formed on the insulating layer 55, as shown in Fig. 8. The end of the conductive layer 56, facing the fixed contacts 53a and 53b projects beyond the front surface of the movable contact substrate 54, and serves as a movable contact 57. The movable contact substrate 54 is supported in a cantilever manner by a support beam 58 projecting from the movable electrode unit 36.

In the above electrostatic relay 31, a high fre- quency circuit, not shown, is connected to the contact pads 52a and 52b in the fixed contact unit 33. The movable contact unit 34 is driven by the actuator, and further, the movable contact 57 is brought into contact with the fixed contacts 46a and 46b, thereby closing the high fre- quency circuit. When the high frequency circuit is closed, a high frequency signal flows from the strip conductor 49a to the other strip conductor 49b through the insulating layer 55 in the movable contact unit 34. Moreover, the movable contact unit 34 is retreated by the resilient re- storative force of the resilient spring 37 by releasing the
electrostatic force of the actuator, and then, the movable contact 57 is separated from the fixed contacts 46a and 46b, thereby opening the high frequency circuit.

[0042] In a section, in which the strip conductor 49a or 49b in the fixed contact unit 33 is wired (e.g., a section B in Fig. 7), in the electrostatic relay 31, the widths of the insulating film 46, fixed contact substrate 47, and insulating layer 48 are substantially equal to the line width of the strip conductor 49a or 49b, so that the fixed contact unit 33 is formed into an island, thereby configuring the signal line 21 shown in Figs. 2A and 2B. Specifically, the base substrate 32, the insulating film 46, the fixed contact substrate 47, the insulating layer 48, and the strip conductors 49a and 49b correspond to the base 22, the lower insulating layer 23, the semiconductor layer 24, the upper insulating layer 25, and the strip conductor 26 in the signal line 21 shown in Figs. 2A and 2B, respectively.

[0043] As a consequence, the leaks of the high frequency signals from the strip conductors 49a and 49b can be reduced so as to achieve the excellent isolation characteristics and reduce an insertion loss in the switch section in the electrostatic relay 31 using the structure for the signal line according to the present invention.

[0044] Incidentally, in the movable contact unit 34 shown in Fig. 7, the two conductive layers are juxtaposed with each other at the tips of the conductor layers, that is, the fixed contacts 53a and 53b. Therefore, the fixed contacts 53a and 53b may be configured as the two signal lines 21a and 21b shown in Figs. 4A and 4B.

(Simulation Results of Isolation and Insertion Loss)

[0045] In order to confirm the effects produced by the present invention, isolation characteristics and frequency characteristics of an insertion loss between an input and an output are simulated by using a model of an electrostatic relay in an example according to the present invention shown in Figs. 11A and 11B and a model of an electrostatic relay in a comparative example shown in Figs. 12A and 12B.

[0046] In the model of the electrostatic relay (using the signal line having the island structure) in the example according to the present invention shown in Figs. 11A and 11B, the width L2 of the contact pad 52a or 52b is 100 \( \mu \)m and its length L4 also is 100 \( \mu \)m. The distance L3 between the contact pad 52a and the contact pad 52b is 300 \( \mu \)m. Additionally, the width W1 of the strip conductor 49b (strip conductor 26) is 10 \( \mu \)m; and the width W2 of each of the strip conductor 49b (upper insulating layer 25) and the insulating film 46 (lower insulating layer 23) is 30 \( \mu \)m. Here, the sizes of the fixed contact substrate 47 (semiconductor layer 24) is sufficiently great in the comparative example.

[0047] Similarly, in the model of the electrostatic relay (using a signal line not having an island structure) in the example shown in Figs. 11A and 11B and the model in the comparative example shown in Figs. 12A and 12B, the width L2 of the contact pad 52a or 52b is 100 \( \mu \)m and its length L4 also is 100 \( \mu \)m. The distance L3 between the contact pad 52a and the contact pad 52b is 300 \( \mu \)m. Moreover, the distance L1 from the edge of the strip conductor 49a or 49b to the tip of the fixed contact 53a or 53b is 37 \( \mu \)m. Additionally, the line width W1 of the strip conductor 49b (strip conductor 26) is 10 \( \mu \)m; and the width W2 of each of the insulating layer 48 (upper insulating layer 25) and the insulating film 46 (lower insulating layer 23) is 30 \( \mu \)m. Here, the sizes of the fixed contact substrate 47 (semiconductor layer 24) is sufficiently great in the comparative example.

[0048] Incidentally, the influence by the presence of the actuator including the fixed electrode unit 35 and the movable electrode unit 36 in the vicinity is evaluated by replacing the actuator with a rectangular semiconductor block M, as shown in Figs. 11A and 12A.

[0049] Fig. 9 illustrates evaluation results of the isolation characteristics between the input and the output in a GHz band by using the model in the example shown in Figs. 11A and 11B and the model in the comparative example shown in Figs. 12A and 12B. The isolation is determined in the state in which the movable contact unit 34 is retreated so that the tips of the fixed contacts 53a and 53b are separated from the movable contact 57 of the movable contact unit 34 (switch off state), as shown in Fig. 13A. Assuming that when a high frequency signal having a power value Pin is input into the contact pad 52a, a high frequency signal output from the other contact pad 52b has a power value Pout, the isolation is determined as follows:

\[
10 \times \log_{10} \left( \frac{P_{\text{out}}}{P_{\text{in}}} \right) [\text{dB}]
\]

[0050] In the case where the signal is fully leaked from the input to the output irrespective of the switch off, the isolation is 0 dB. In contrast, as the leak of the signal between the input and the output becomes smaller, the power value Pout on the output side becomes smaller, therefore, the isolation is expressed by a negative value and a large absolute value. Accordingly, in Fig. 9, the smaller the value is, the more excellent the isolation is.

[0051] In Fig. 9, the simulation result in the example is lower than that in the comparative example. In other words, it is found that the leak of the high frequency signal between the input and the output is more reduced in the model in the example using the signal line having the island structure, and therefore, that the isolation characteristics are excellent.

[0052] Fig. 10 illustrates evaluation results of the frequency characteristics of the insertion loss between the input and the output in the GHz band by using the model in the example shown in Figs. 11A and 11B and the model in the comparative example shown in Figs. 12A and 12B. The insertion loss is determined in the state in which the movable contact unit 34 is advanced so that the tips of the fixed contacts 53a and 53b are brought into contact
with the movable contact 57 of the movable contact unit 34 (switch on state), as shown in Fig. 13B. Assuming that when the high frequency signal having the power value Pin is input into the contact pad 52a, the high frequency signal output from the other contact pad 52b has the power value Pout, the insertion loss is determined as follows:

\[ 10 \times \log_{10} \left( \frac{Pout}{Pin} \right) \text{ [dB]} \]

[0053] In the case where the high frequency signal is leaked to the outside, and therefore, is hardly transmitted from the input to the output, the value Pout is small. Therefore, the insertion loss is expressed by a negative value and a large absolute value. Moreover, as the leak of the high frequency signal becomes smaller, the value Pout approaches the value Pin. Therefore, the value of the insertion loss approaches 0 dB. Accordingly, in Fig. 10, the greater the value is, the smaller the insertion loss is.

[0054] In Fig. 10, the simulation result in the example appears above that in the comparative example. In other words, it is found that the leak of the high frequency signal is more reduced in the example using the signal line having the island structure, and therefore, that the insertion loss also is reduced.

DESCRIPTION OF SYMBOLS

[0055] 21, 21 a, 21 b signal line; 22 base; 23 lower insulating layer; 24 semiconductor layer; 25 upper insulating layer; 26 strip conductor; 31 electrostatic relay; 32 base substrate; 33 fixed contact unit; 34 movable contact unit; 35 fixed electrode unit; 36 movable electrode unit; 37 resilient spring; 46 insulating film; 47 fixed contact substrate; 48 insulating layer; 49a, 49b strip conductor; 53a, 53b fixed contact; 57 movable contact

Claims

1. A structure for a signal line (21, 21 a, 21 b), the signal line (21, 21 a, 21 b) comprising:
   - a base (22);
   - a lower insulating layer (23) formed at an upper surface of the base (22);
   - a semiconductor layer (24) disposed along a pathway at an upper surface of the lower insulating layer (23), at least a part of the semiconductor layer (24) intending to transmit a signal; an upper insulating layer (25) formed at an upper surface of the semiconductor layer (24), at least a part of the upper insulating layer (25) being mounted along the semiconductor layer (24); and
   - a strip conductor (26) formed at an upper surface of the upper insulating layer (25), at least a part of the strip conductor (26) being mounted along the upper insulating layer (25).

2. The structure for a signal line (21, 21 a, 21 b) according to claim 1, characterized in that:
   - a plurality of signal lines (21, 21 a, 21 b), each having the lower insulating layer (23), the semiconductor layer (24), the upper insulating layer (25), and the strip conductor (26), are mounted on the base (22) that is commonly used, and in the plurality of signal lines (21, 21 a, 21 b), at least parts of the semiconductor layers (24) are separated from each other; at least parts of the upper insulating layers (25) are separated from each other; and at least parts of the strip conductors (26) are separated from each other.

3. A manufacturing method for a signal line (21, 21 a, 21 b) comprising the steps of:
   - forming a second insulating layer at an upper surface of a second semiconductor substrate in an SOI substrate in which a first semiconductor substrate and the second semiconductor substrate are welded while holding a first insulating layer therebetween;
   - patterning the second insulating layer in a band manner to form an upper insulating layer (25) for a signal line (21, 21 a, 21 b);
   - manufacturing a strip conductor (26) for a signal line (21, 21 a, 21 b) along the upper insulating layer (25) at an upper surface of the upper insulating layer (25);
   - etching and removing the second semiconductor substrate in a region exposed to the outside from the upper insulating layer (25) to form a semiconductor layer (24) with the second semiconductor substrate and the second semiconductor substrate; and
   - etching and removing the first insulating layer in a region exposed to the outside from the upper insulating layer (25) to form a semiconductor layer (24) for a signal line (21, 21 a, 21 b) with the second semiconductor substrate; and

4. A switch characterized by comprising the structure for the signal line (21, 21 a, 21 b) according to claim 1 used as at least one pair of contacts that are brought into contact with or separated from each other and at least a part of a pathway for a signal flowing in the contacts.
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